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1. Introduction 
In many applications, e.g. in communications engineering including coding 
theory, cryptography, signal processing, picture processing etc., the set of data 
(words, signal vectors, pictures) admits a class of certain operations (linear 
combinations, shifts, affine transformations, rotations). 
To give a concise algebraic description in the first instance we make the 
following assumption. 
Assumption 1.1. The set of data is 
- a vectorspace V over the field F, 
- admitting a finite group G of automorphisms, IGI = n, 
- such that Maschke’s condition char F] n is fulfilled. 
In other words, the set of data V forms on lFG-modul. The subsequent 
examples are give to illustrate these ideas. 
Examples 1.2. In coding theory and picture processing the set V of data is the 
vector space of all [F-valued mappings c : M+F of the set M of coordinates. Let G 
be a permutation group on M. Then each g E G acts on V = FM according to the 
rule c H~C, where for all m EM, 
Q(m) := c(mg-‘). 
This concept is well known in the theory of cyclic error-correcting codes, where 
ff =GF(q), M=[O:n-l] and G=Z, in its regular representation on M. 
In the area of picture processing, where often the technique of 2-D-DET’s is 
used, one has F=Q and M=G=Z,xZ,. 
For the further proceeding we note that as Maschke’s condition is assumed to 
hold, from ordinary representation theory it follows that any such [F-module can 
be found by studying the irreducible representations of the group algebra [FG, 
which plays the role of a universal FG-module in which each other FG-module 
occurs. 
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Definition 1.3. We define the Generalized Discrete Fourier Transform 
(GDFT(lFG)) as the mapping pc :IFG+A,@. . . $A, which decomposes the 
semisimple group algebra (signal algebra) into simple Wedderbum components Ai 
(iE[l:S]). A=A1@** . @A, is called the spectral algebra. The associated map- 
pings pi :lFG-+A, are the distinct irreducible representations of IFG. 
First we note the trivial. 
Observation 1.4. For F = 62 and G = Z, the GDFT(lFG) coincides with the usual 
DFT(n). 
This coincidence can be described in a more explicit form: 
Theorem 1.5. pG is an algebra isomorphism. 
The corollaries to this theorem reproduce the known properties of a Discrete 
Fourier Transform. 
Corollary 1.6 (Inversion). 
GDFT pG1 is defined by 
For any a = (a,, . . . , a,) E A,@. - .@A, the inverse 
% Mai . Pi(gC’)) g, 
where ni is the multiplicity of pi_ 
Corollary 1.7 (Convolution). The convolution (product in the signal algebra) is by 
GDFT transformed into a componentwise product in A. 
Corollary 1.8 (Phaseshift). Let g E G with p,(g) = (A,, . . . , A,) E A. 
Then for all u E[FG, pG(u . g) = pG(u). diag(h,, . . _ , A,). 
Corollary 1.9 (Parseval-Plancherel-Identity). For the bilinear form: 
(. ( .):IFGxlFG+[F, given by (u 1 v) =C, u(g-‘>v(g>, the identity (u 1 v) = 
(l/n) CS=l ni tr(pi(u) . P,(V)) holds. 
Coming to the computational aspects we observe the following facts. 
Lemma 1.10. Let IF be a splitting field for G. The number of [F-linear operations for 
performing a product in 
(a) IFG is M([FG) = 0(n2), 
(b) A is M(A) = 0(n”‘2). 
Proof. (a) is obvious upon recalling the convolution formula. 
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(b) Observing that operations in A are reduced to matrix operations in each 
component Ai consisting of ni x ni matrices over the splitting field [F, it is clear 
that M(A) = CfZ1 O(nr), where p = 2.4 is the exponent of asymptotic number of 
steps needed to multiply these matrices. Observing that the equality CfZ1 n? = n 
holds, one obviously concludes: 
M(A)=O@ np)=O(n*“). IJ 
i=l 
This idea is due to Atkinson [l] and has been extended to arbitrary fields by 
Beth [l]. 
This lemma give a hint that for computing the convolution in the signal algebra 
the ‘detour’ via the spectral algebra may reduce the complexity of FG considera- 
bly, if the complexity of both the GDFT and its inverse can be kept low enough. 
Obervation 1.11. The direct application of the GDFT and its inverse require 
O(n*) [F-operations. 
In what follows we want to describe fast versions of the GDFT. 
2. The case of splitting fields IF 
In this case, especially when [F = @, a rather straightforward generalization of 
the Good-Thomas-algorithm (cf. Nussbaumer [9]) to direct products G = 
G,x. * * x G, of non-abelian groups Gi shows (cf. Atkinson [ 11, Karpowski [8]) 
that the M-complexity of GDFT in this case can be reduced to M(GDFT) = 
O(lGl * Ci=, jGi I). The proof of this result is based on the tensor-product theorem 
for group algebras of direct products of groups. The present author proves (cf. 
Beth 2, 3) that over splitting fields for a much wider class of groups (containing 
direct and semidirect products as they are used in signalprocessing) the complexity 
of the M(GDFT) can be reduced considerably. 
Theorem 2.1. For solvable groups G of order (GI = n the complexity estimate 
M(GDFT) = O(n”“) holds. 
More specijicially M(GDFT) can be bounded from about between O(nlog n) and 
0(n1.5) by giving concrete algorithms depending on the structure of groups, where 
the first bound corresponds to abelian groups, semidirect products of those etc. 
The proof is rather lengthy: It uses a recursive algorithm by which the GDFT 
for G is computed from the GDFT of a normal subgroup Ha G. The mathemati- 
cal tools are taken from Clifford theory (cf. Huppert [7]). The recursive processes 
of induction and extension are described by Beth [2]. The proof that the inverse 
transform IGDFT is of the same complexity is done by similar arguments. 
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Applications of this algorithm to picture processing and pattern extension are 
presently investigated at the author’s laboratory. 
3. The case of prime fields F 
In many applications one is confronted with data that are integers or presented 
as fixed-point-numbers, In other words we may assume in this case that F is a 
prime field, e.g. F = Q in Digital Signal Processing or F= G[F(2) in Coding 
Theory. 
In this case the situation is not so easily described: Nevertheless, if, for instance, 
G is a cyclic group, the group ring of the Wedderburn-components of [FG can be 
described in a very practicable way, which is well known from coding theory. 
For G = Z, the group ring [FG has the form [FG =ff[z]/z” - 1. 
By the Chinese remainder theorem the structure of 5G is given by [FG- 
@f=i[F[z]lpi( ) h z , w ere the pi(z) (i E [ 1: s]) are the irreducible factors of 2” - 1 in 
Uzl. 
In this case the Wedderburn components Ai are algebraic extensions Ai = 
E[zl/pi(z) of !=. 
There are several ways of performing the GDFT in this case. The most natural 
algorithm is the so-called polynomal transform (cf. Nussbaumer [9], Beth [2]). 
While the ‘classical’ polynomial transform needs different algorithms for com- 
puting the GDFT and IGDFT, an interesting problem originates from the 
following practical point of view. 
How can one define this polynomial transform in such a way, that the GDFT 
and its inverse can be implemented by the same algorithm or the same kind of 
equipment, as it is possible for the usual DFT? 
This problem has been solved by the method of Algebraic Discrete Fourier 
Transform (ADFT) (cf. Beth, Fumy and Miihlfeld [4, 5(a),(b),(c)]). The procedure 
developed for this purpose uses a few tools from Galois theory allowing a 
multiplication-free implementation which in parallel hardware layout performs 
the GDFT (U,) in n (real-time)-steps. 
We conclude this section by indicating the structure of an ADFT-Processor (cf. 
Beth, Fumy [6]). 
Observation 3.1. The processor 
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where -/l mod pi is a division register of the type 
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computes the GDFT. 
Notation 3.2. Let 
denote the linear transform that represents an element in [F[z]/p(z) with respect 
to the normal basis S of [F(t) : IF where .$ is an nth root of 1. Let furthermore 
be the structure of the processor 
Then the following theorem related the transform ADFT (which is a special 
version of the GDFT) and its inverse. 
Theorem 3.3. Let % be the trace-dual basis of. . . , then the processors 
are inverses of each other. 
Proof. (cf. Beth, Fumy and Miihlfeld [4], Beth [2]). 0 
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A processor of length n = 3 15 over [F= GF(28) is presently being developed at 
the authors institution. 
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